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The completion of another another issue, this one Volume 21/3. This time we have the usual mixture of ma-
terial, hopefully you will find something of interest. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages 
('click' on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.     
 
 As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other 
material in this issue, in particular the following - Dave Edwards, Mick Mirkovic, Thomas Costanzo, Alan 
Yee, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds, Ryan Hamilton, Dick Hourigan & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grate-
ful to Matt Ward for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject 
to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission. 
 
 
 The final issue of the year, 21/4 is due in a few months (Dec). Don't forget that all and any contributions to 
this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to the editorial address (P.O Box and email 
listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.. 

 
 
 
Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
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Unusual 3 Sqn example with 'B' type fuselage roundels. Photo: via Peter Malone & Dick Hourigan. 

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde City Bowling Club 
       Blaxland Road 
       Top Ryde NSW 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
        
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or 
write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 
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by Steve Mackenzie 

The illustrated 3 Sqn RAAF Demon was unusual in that it has 'B' 
type fuselage roundels (plus the standard 'A' type on the wings). I 
cannot be 100% certain of the serial as both photos are taken from a 
difficult angle, however as there is a very old side view drawing of 
A1-59 in this scheme published in a number of sources, I will as-
sume that is correct at this stage (at least '59' was a 3 Sqn airframe). 
So far I have had no luck in tracking down the photo of a 3 Sqn air-
frame in 'Silver' with Black 'C' code, that will appear in a later issue if 
it becomes available. 

Hawker Demon Mk.II, serial A1-59, 3 Sqn RAAF, Richmond, 1939/40. 
Upper surfaces Earth Brown and Foliage Green with Aluminium lacquer lower surfaces. Spinner, wheel hubs and struts appear to have been 
also painted in the upper surface colours (partly wearing off on the top of the interplane struts). Serials and the large 'C' on the fuselage 
(indicating 3 Sqn) were in a Light Grey colour. RAAF roundels in six positions ('B' type fuselage, 'A' type on the wings). Note the six individual 
exhaust pipes. Ref: Photos above and next page. 
 
See Page 4 for profile of A1-59 
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Another similar ex 3 Sqn airframe at 1 FTS, Point Cook, Vic, in 1941 according to the AHMWA caption. It 'may' be the same 
airframe, but I doubt it due to different wear of the paint on the interplane struts. Photo: AHMWA P009054 via Mick Mirkovic. 

Yellow Training Scheme 
 
 
Some RAAF Hawker Demons used as aircrew trainers were painted 
up in the full blown training scheme of Yellow overall in 1940/41 
when this scheme was in common use. Photos are not common, but 
both of the examples that I have also have the 'last two' in large 
Black numerals forward of the roundel as per the attached photos 
and drawings. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-48, 1 SFTS, Point Cook, Vic, 1940/41. 
Trainer Yellow overall finish. Serials are Black as is the large '48' last two forward of the roundel. Carries the full serial A1-48 in Black below the 
lower wings (visible in photo in the Ref), facing forward under the Port wing and backwards under the Starboard. Standard RAAF pre war roun-

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-35, 1 SFTS, Point Cook, Vic, 2 February 1941. 
Trainer Yellow overall finish. Serials are Black as is the large '35' last two forward of the roundel. Possibly carries the full serial A1-35 in Black 
below the lower wings also. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: Photos via Peter Malone above. 

1 SFTS, Point Cook. A1-35 was attempting a forced landing on 2 February 1941 when it overturned. Trainer Yellow overall. Se-
rial and aircraft number in Black. The later probably was repeated under the wings. The original Yellow fuselage band can be 
discerned under the later paint. Note also where the Yellow paint has worn away on the wing struts and wing leading edge leav-
ing the aluminium showing through. Red/White/Blue roundels in six positions (PTM notes). Photos and notes: via Peter Malone. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-27, 1 SFTS, Point Cook, early 1942 
Upper surfaces Foliage Green and Earth Brown, with Yellow lower surfaces. There are 36" 
Yellow bands across top of the upper wings and around the fuselage. Wheel hubs are 
painted Yellow, as is the metal part of the Spinner. Fuselage Serials are Light Grey, with 
Black serials below the wings as per A1-48 on the previous page. The 'last 2' number '27' is 
carried on the fuselage in Yellow (note that the two numerals are a different size). Standard 
RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: Photo via Peter Malone above. 

From 1942 onwards with the shooting war approaching Australia, 
many training aircraft were camouflaged in Foliage Green and Earth 
Brown upper surfaces, with Yellow lower surfaces. This scheme was 
augmented by 36" Yellow training bands, centered on the roundel for 
the fuselage and mid span above the upper and below the lower 

wings. Once again like the all Yellow scheme, there are few available 
photos showing airframes so painted, most Demons appear to have 
retained the 'Silver' scheme with 36" Yellow training bands from 1942 
onwards. 

Demon A1-27 of 1 SFTS, Point Cook, early 1942. Once again the top surfaces are probably Foliage Green and Earth Brown. 
There are Yellow bands across top of wings and around the fuselage. Serial probably Grey and aircraft number Yellow. The 
under-surfaces may be Aluminium but, I think they are probably Yellow as I can see no sign of sign of Yellow bands under the 
wings (of A1-61). The serial is also repeated under each wing in Black, not normally done for Aluminium lacquer finished De-
mons. Red/White/Blue roundels in six positions (PTM notes). Photo and notes: via Peter Malone. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-61, 1 SFTS, Point Cook, early 1942 
Upper surfaces Foliage Green and Earth Brown, with Yellow lower surfaces. There are 
36" Yellow bands across top of the upper wings and around the fuselage. Wheel hubs 
are painted Yellow, as is the metal part of the Spinner. Fuselage Serials are White, with 
Black serials below the wings as per A1-48 on the previous page. The 'last 2' number 
'61' is carried on the fuselage in White. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six posi-
tions. Ref: Photos via Peter Malone and AHMWA above. 

Demon A1-61 of 1 SFTS, Point Cook, early 1942. This is in a scheme identical to A1-27 above with the exception that the seri-
als plus the 'last 2' number '61' on the fuselage are White here. It also has what appears to be a towing hook below the fuselage 
just forward of the rudder. Photos: Peter Malone and AHMWA P011155 via Mick Mirkovic. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-11, SHQ Richmond, in 1943 
Upper surfaces Foliage Green and Earth Brown, with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Serials and 'Dirty Dora' on the fuselage are Medium Sea Grey. 
Standard RAAF wartime Blue/White roundels in six positions plus fin flashes. Ref: Photo via Peter Malone previous page. 

While it would be expected that Hawker Demons which survived till 
the RAAF changed their roundels to the Dark Blue/White style in late 
1942, would be re-marked as such, there is only one known photo of 
this practice. ‘Dirty Dora’ was held by SHQ Richmond in 1943, it is 
probably finished in Foliage Green/ Earth Brown/ Sky Blue with MSG 
serials. Sloppy Joe' behind, has been claimed to be serialled A1-12, 
but I have seen no proof to confirm that. Photo: via Peter Malone. 

Demon A1-52 of 25 Sqn, photographed 1939-04-30, at 
RAAF Pearce. Converted to dual control by fairing over part 
of the Gunner's station. It also has an additional Alvis sight 
not normally seen. Photo: RAAF Official. 
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One of the aspects of the Hawker Demon's career with the RAAF 
which has had virtually no information published, is the conversion of 
up to 25+ airframes to Dual control for training purposes. Many 
sources have repeated a statement that the 10 Hawker Demon Mk.IIs 
received (serials A1-55 to 64) were converted to Dual control and later 
Target Towing configuration. This is incorrect on both accounts, a 
point which some research would have clarified if they had bothered 
to do some. 
 
What actually happened was that A1-64 was retained in the U.K for 
conversion to Dual control standard and not delivered till 1938, or 12 
months after the previous Demon delivery. In the meantime the RAAF 
had ordered 24 conversion sets to convert airframes themself in Aus-
tralia, using A1-64 as the pattern airframe. This gives a total of 25 
Dual airframes and a perusal of the History Cards show exactly that 
number marked as being converted. The airframes involved for the 
record are: A1-2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28, 35, 
38, 39, 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 60, & 64. In addition we have photo-
graphic evidence of A1-63 having been converted, this additional one 
(which is not noted on the H/C), probably used the conversion set 
from an airframe that had been written off or withdrawn from service. 

The conversion involved removal of the rear gun and it's associated 
Scarff fairing and fitting of dual controls and instruments in the rear 
cockpit (the trainer could be flown from this position). A fairing was 
fitted which covered part of the previous open rear cockpit along with 
a second windscreen for the rear occupant. The shape can be seen in 
the drawings, all the Duals that we have photos of are now confirmed 
to carry this fairing (when I initially drew A1-2 in part 1, I did not have 
detailed enough photos of that airframe to pick it up). 
 
 
 
 

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-52, 25 Sqn Pearce Apr 1939. 
To start things off, we will repeat this one from Part 1. Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war 
roundels in six positions. Converted to dual control by fairing over part of the Gunner's station as discussed above. Ref: Photo previous page. 

Standard Demon A1-21 of 21 Sqn, 
photographed 14 Feb 1940, at RAAF 
Laverton, along with two Dual control 
trainers A1-16 and A1-2. Photo: RAAF 
Official via AWM. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-16, 21 Sqn, Laverton 14 Feb 1940. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also 
Silver finish as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Converted to dual control 
by fairing over part of the Gunner's station as discussed above. Ref: AWM Photo 000752 previous page. 

The other Dual in part 1 was A1-2, captioned only as being at Laver-
ton in Feb 1940, unit unknown. Additional info has now come to light 
to confirm that it was on charge to 21 Sqn RAAF at the time. Initially 
this seems strange considering that 21 Sqn had received Wirraways 
by then, but the Sqn History confirms that the unit retained 5 single 
and 4 dual control Demons for the training of Cadets in C and D 
flights. Two of these Dual Demons were A1-2 and A1-16 as per the 
photo on the previous page. 

The two new photos of A1-2 left, both 
believed to be taken in Feb 1940 at 
21 Sqn with the rest of the series 
show that A1-2 does have the stan-
dard style of Dual control fairing in 
these closer shots. Interesting in one 
photo here, the Blind Flying Hood is in 
place (with pupil 'under the hood') and 
the instructor in the rear seat. These 
better photos show that the Wheel 
hubs are probably unpainted and pol-
ished, rather than Red which I initially 
thought. Photo credits are AHMWA 
P0011106 via Mick Mirkovic, and the 
2nd one RAAF Official. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-2, 21 Sqn RAAF, Laverton, 14 Feb 1940. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage, Wheel hubs and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Serials are 
Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Was used for training purposes at Laverton (unit was 21 Sqn which was primarily 
equipped with Wirraways at the time). Note Blind Flying Hood and Alvis sight. 

The above airframe A1-14 was incorrectly shown as a standard 2 seat Demon in the last issue. A close perusal of the photo 
shows that it is indeed in Dual configuration here, the fairing and 2nd windscreen however being very hard to see as they are 
hidden mostly behind the interplane strut. Photo: AHMWA P011154 via Mick Mirkovic 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-14, '2' of 1 FTS RAAF, Point Cook circa 1940/1. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are painted 
Roundel Red (flight marking). The metal part of the Spinner is 'Silver'. Serials are Black as is the number '2' and 'Y' code. Standard RAAF pre 
war roundels in six positions. Ref: AHMWA photo P011154. 

The above RAAF Official photo is of A1-16 (which is seen on a previous page in Feb 1940) later in it's career by which time it 
had acquired the 36" Yellow training bands and large Black 'last 2' forward of the roundel. There are further photos of this air-
frame (apparently taken at the same time) plus a profile in IPMS Modelcraft Profile No.3. Their drawing however has an incor-
rect shape to the Dual conversion fairing mods etc. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-63, 1 SFTS RAAF, Point Cook circa 1940/41. 
Trainer Yellow overall finish. Serials are Black as is the large '63' last two forward of the roundel when carried. Possibly carries the full serial 
A1-63 in Black below the lower wings also. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: AHMWA Photos above. 

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-16, 1 SFTS RAAF, Point Cook, 1941 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage struts unpainted and polished. The metal part of the 
Spinner is Silver finish. Wheel hubs are Yellow as is the 36" training bands, centered on the roundel for the fuselage and mid span above the 
upper and below the lower wings. Serials and '16' on the fuselage are Black (lower wing serials are also carried). Standard RAAF pre war roun-
dels in six positions. Ref: photo previous page and Modelcraft Profile No.3. 

Advanced Training Squadron, 1 SFTS RAAF, Point Cook circa 1940/41. Hawker Demon Mk.II Dual A1-63 with trainee pilot 
Gordon White carrying .303" machine gun ammunition belts. AHMWA photos: P952876 & P952846 via Mick Mirkovic. 

And finally the above Dual example A1-63 appears to be in the Yel-
low overall scheme due to the very even nature of the paint job. Note 

that initially it did not have the 'last 2' repeated forward of the fuselage 
roundel, which came later. 
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Along with the Aviation photos from Avalon 2007 (see separate article 
this issue), Dave also sent some photos of various vehicles on display. 
Love the SES 'Rapid Response Vehicle' at the end of this set (Steve). by Dave Edwards 
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Consolidated PBY-5A Catalina Bu.No. 46624 arrived at the Museum 
on January 5, 2007 from it's storage at the old Midland Railway work-
shops. It arrived as 4 separate loads of the fuselage on it's special 
transport cradle and 3 containers carrying the rest of the airframe. Re-

assembly started in mid-February and was completed by late March. 
I've done a series of photos of this airframe after it's arrival including 
these interior views (see separate pages in this and the previous issue) 
of the re-assembled aircraft and these are included in this article. 

by Mick Mirkovic 
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by Ley Reynolds 
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Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance 
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be 
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the 
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measure-
ment of many of them as reference for kits that have been released 
over the years.  
 
This time we have a Czech designed Panzer 35(T) - Pzkfw 35(T) as 
used by the German Panzer forces in large numbers in the first few 
years of WW.II. After that large numbers of superceded vehicles were 
used in anti Partisan and security operations and training roles. 

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to ac-
cess these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them 
as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate 
photo credits being acknowledged. 
 
 All of these photos are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina, 
USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written authorisa-
tion.  
 
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half 
divided into 6" and 1" segments. 

�"�#���$%�&�����'�	(����	���)�*	�+(��

by Clark Cone 
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Dave Edwards has sent us a disk of photos which he took at this years 
Avalon Airshow (plus some other material) with permission for use in 
this publication. In this issue I have put together a selection of the vari-
ous Helicopter types that were on display, either flying or static at the 
show. 

Editor's Notes - Due to the large number of photos from Dave, I have 
split them over several issues. This is the first batch, next month we will 
have some fast jets. Also see the separate page in this issue for vari-
ous vehicles that were on display.(Steve) 

��������	���������� �	��,�-������� ��	��

by Dave Edwards 
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by Thomas Costanzo 

AIM 7 Sparrow 

AIM 9 Sidewinder 
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AIM 54  Pheonix 

AIM 120 AAMRAM 

AGM 12B & C  (Bullpup) Radio 
Control Guidance 
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AGM 45 Shrike (Anti-Radiation 
Missile) 

AGM 88 HARM (High Speed Anti-
Radiation Missile) 

AGM 62 Walleye (TV Guidance, No 
Motor) 

AGM 62 Walleye II 1000 Lbs (TV 
Guidance, No Motor) 

AGM 65 Maverick (TV Guidance) 

AGM 65E Maverick (Laser Guidance) 

AGM 65F Maverick (Infrared Guidance) 

AGM 84 Harpoon (Active Radar Guid-
ance) 
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AGM 84E SLAM (TV Guidance) AGM 123 Skipper (Motorized LGB II) 

GBU-12 LGB Paveway II 500 Lbs  
GBU-16 LGB Paveway II 1000 Lbs  

GBU- Paveway IV  
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High Drag, Retarded (Mk 14 Snakeye) 

AIM-9L Sidwinder &amp; AIM-7F Sparrow Missiles. Loading AIM-7F Sparrow Missiles 

MK 81 GP Bombs, 250 lbs, 113 kg 

AIM-54C with Older Motor Section (white). AIM-54C 
with newer Guidance Section (grey) 

Positioning AIM-54C Phoenix Missile for loading on Pylon 

BOMBS IN SCALE 

Low Drag, Conical Fin 
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M904 series Orange for thermally protected fuses and silver or alumin-
ium for older versions. 
 
M1A1 were 18” or 36” fuse extenders for use as an airburst explosion 
used primarily in the Vietnam War . 
 
MK 43 TDD (Target Detecting Device) they are Green or Red, depend-
ing on the type of fin configuration. 
 
FMU-113 Electric Proximity fuse replaced the older MK 43 TDD. 
 
Olive (solid steel nose plug) older style is pointed and is olive drab, the 
newer style is rounded or blunt and is grey. 
 
MK 32 (tapered with the bomb, gold in color and used primarily for con-
verting a standard GP Bomb into an underwater Mine (also known as a 
Destructor). 

 
 
 
 

MK 83 GP Bombs  1000 
lbs, 453 kg 

MK 82 GP Bombs 500 lbs, 226 kg   
 
Low Drag, Conical Fin....
High Drag, Retarded (Mk 
15 Snakeye, BSU-86, BSU-
49) 

MK 84 GP Bombs 2000 lbs, 987 kg   
 
Low Drag, Conical Fin only 
 
Not Illustrated 

 Older style is Olive Drab, Newer style is Light Grey or Haze Grey. 
During the transition from Olive Drab to Haze Grey, there were green 
bombs with grey fins as well as grey bombs with green fins. 
 
 MK 80 series bombs used by the US Navy during the Korean and 
Vietnam era and some of the 70s that were filled with H-6 high explo-
sive had a single Yellow stripe. 
 
 Practice bombs filled with inert material of the same size and weight 
that were used during this time were painted Blue but will have the 
same green fin. 
 
 After the devastating fire onboard the USS Forrestal (CV-59), the US 
Navy were to change from ‘slick skin’ bombs, to bombs that were ther-
mally protected to increase the ‘cook off‘ time in a fire. From the mid 
70s to present, all MK 80 series bombs used by the US Navy have a 
thermal coating on them. To distinguish a slick skin bomb from a ther-
mally protected bomb filled with H-6 high explosive, a thermally pro-
tected bomb will have 2 yellow stripes. Also during this time, the US 
Navy continued with the thermal protection on their practice bombs 
which varied. On some occasions you will find a green ‘slick skin‘ 
bomb with a single blue stripe. On the same note, there have been 
times where you can find a green thermally protected bomb with 2 
blue stripes. Towards the end of the 80s and beginning of the 90s you 
can have both types of inert practice bombs with both styles of fins, 
old style green conical and the newer style grey BSU-33 conical fin. 
Same goes for the retarded type of fins.  Old style green MK 15 
(Snakeye) fin and the newer grey BSU-86 fin. 
 

 A word of advice, if you were to model an aircraft with inert practice 
bombs, keep in mind that some used a bomb similar to a MK 82 
(500lbs) called a BDU-45. Which differs from a standard practice 
bomb by having a hole on each side of the bomb for the insertion of a 
white spotting charge so the pilot can see where his bomb landed by 
the puff of white smoke with the bomb hit the ground. 
 
 Starting in the Gulf War to present, the US Navy added a new 
weapon to their arsenal called a BLU-109. It is a case hardened steel 
case filled with H-6 high explosive primarily used for hard targets and 
deep penetration of steel reinforced concrete. It has thermal protection 
and when used in conjunction with laser guidance and folding fins for 
better stabilization during flight, it then becomes a GBU-24. This new 
weapon is called the Penetrator and is distinguished from other bombs 
by the 3 yellow stripes on the nose of the weapon. Same goes for the 
‘inert‘ GBU-24 shown below. 

NOSE FUSING 
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MK 346 Long Delay fuse from 3 min to 33 hours at 15 min increments. 
This fuse will also use a propeller at the end of the fin for arming. 
 
MK 344 Electric tail fuse for use with conical fins. 
 
MK 376 Electric tail fuse for use with retarted or conical type fins. 
 
Both of the MK 344 and the MK 376 will have a sticker on the fin de-
noting which fuse is in the bomb. 

 
 
 
 

Laser Guided Bombs 

MINE CONVERSIONS 

TAIL FUSING 

A MK 36 DST (MK 82 GP Bomb) is 
an Underwater Mine and will have a 
few things different from a standard 
GP Bomb. First it will have a special 
fin (MK 16 Parachute fin) Also known 
as a Para Pack. Next, it will have an 
Alfa-numerical Mine Control Number 
stencilled in white paint on both sides 
of the front of the bomb. Towards the 
back of the bomb, before the fin, it will 
have 4 white stripes approximately 10 
inches (254 mm) long placed in the X 
configuration according to the bomb 
lugs and a vertical white stripe be-
tween the lugs. 

A MK 40 DST (MK 83 GP Bomb) will be colored the same as the 
MK 82 but will have a larger retarted type fin (MAU-91) as shown 
above 
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Alan Yee attended the All American Day show hosted this year by the 
Mustang Owner's Club, who fielded a large number of their member's 
immaculate cars on the day, (he estimated about 70+ Mustangs). It was 
held on 21st Jan 2007, at the usual venue for this event, namely the 
roof level car park at the Castle Towers shopping mall. It is normally 
held on  the Sunday closest to the Australia Day weekend.  
 
He said he had missed the last couple of years due to being in Tam-
worth for the country music week, so it was good to see that it still 
showcases perfect examples these huge American cars mainly of the 
40s to 70s era, particularly the ones with fins. Mixed in are some excep-
tional vehicles from much earlier periods, such as the  Buick & Cadillac 
sedans and the Fire Chief's vehicle, all from the late 20s. 
 
Editor's Notes - Due to the large number of photos, I have split them 
over several issues.(Steve). 

�������	������	������ �	���� by Alan Yee 
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 
 

P016851 - Curtiss P-40C Tomahawk IIb, 73 Sqn RAF at RAF Heliopo-
lis Airport, Egypt 12 June 1942. 
P016852 - Hawker Hurricane I/trop,  W9293/U, 73 Sqn RAF at RAF 
Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 12 June 1942. 
P016853 - de Havilland DH-86, A31-3, 1 Air Ambulance Unit RAAF at 
RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 16 June 1942. 

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually 
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943. 

P016854 - Westland Lysander II, L6872/JV-D, 6 Sqn RAF at RAF 
Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 13 June 1942. 
P016855 - Hawker Hart Trainer K4917/S, 4 FTS RAF at RAF Helio-
polis Airport, Egypt 13 June 1942. 
P016856 - Curtiss H75A Mohawk Mk.IV #2535, formerly 3 Sqn SAAF 
at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 5 July 1942. 
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Editor's Notes - Mick recently sent scans from an album which had 
been donated to the Museum from the collection of F/Sgt W.G.
Forward (who served with 1 A.A.U in the Middle East). All the photos 
had been taken at the RAF Airfield at Heliopolis Egypt in mid 1943. 
They represent an incredible variety of types, many of them lesser 
known non combatant machines. More will be shown of these next 
time. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by 
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices 
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify 
items required. (Steve) 

P016864 - Potez 63-11 #82?, Free French Air Force (FAFL) at RAF Helio-
polis Airport, Egypt 12 June 1942. 
P016866 - Potez 29 #99/AX679, of Free French Flight No.3, Free French 
Air Force (FAFL) at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 14 June 1942. 
P016867 - Potez 25TOE of Groupe Picardie later GB 1/17, Free French 
Air Force (FAFL) at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 13 June 1942. 
P016868 - Bloch MB.81 modified into a 2 seat trainer, probably of Groupe 
Picardie, Free French Air Force (FAFL) at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 
12 June 1942. 
P016869 - Potez 62 X6??, Free French Air Force (FAFL) at RAF Heliopo-
lis Airport, Egypt 18 June 1942. 
P016870 - Caudron C.445 Goeland, F-ARTR, at RAF Heliopolis Airport, 
Egypt 5 July 1942. 
P016871 - Dewoitine D.338, F-ARI, at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 5 
July 1942. 
P016872 - SNCAC (Farman) NC.223, F-BAFM, at RAF Heliopolis Airport, 
Egypt 14 June 1942. 
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One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collec-
tion of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. 
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations 
turn up in print in the usual sources. 
 
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he 
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scan-
ning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of 
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his 
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for 

use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme 
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or 
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particu-
lar airframe. 
 
On this occasion I have put together a delection of photos of Douglas 
'Heavy Metal' - DC-4, DC-6 and USAF C-54 airframes. These are 
thumbnails, 'click' on them for the larger scans. (Steve - Editor). 

���)���#	������������)	� ���������������#�����3���
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by Steve Mackenzie 

 Following on from last issue's article, the RAAF took three Beech 17 
airframes on charge during WW.II using the A-39 series of serials. 
They were a mixed batch, A39-1 being a model F17D (VH-ACU, im-
pressed into RAAF service 23/05/41),  A39-2 a model D17A (ex 
NC20778 of the 1940-41 US Antarctic Expedition, impressed into 
service 27/07/42) and A39-3 a model C17B (Registered VH-UXP, im-
pressed on 13/08/42). They served at various times with 2,3 and 4 
Comm Flights. 
 

 A39-1 was initially operated in the typical Beech colour scheme of 
Yellow overall with trim on the fuselage and cowling in a dark colour. A 
number of sources have quoted the trim as being Red (or Blue in one 
case). A study of the photo of the airframe in this scheme shows the 
trim to be very dark in tone (and certainly darker then the Red of the 
fuselage roundel). I have drawn it here as Dark Blue (although it may 
render as Black on your monitor). It should be noted also that at least 
one surviving U.S registered airframe has this trim in Black, on the 
Yellow airframe.  

Beech 17D A39-1 in it's mainly civil scheme of Yellow with dark trim, as initially operated after being impressed. (RAAF) 

Beech 17D, serial A39-1, 2 Comm Flt, Laverton, circa 1941. 
Scheme is a Yellow fuselage, with dark Blue trim on fuselage. Cowl ring and 'Beechcraft' titles 
are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: RAAF Official photo herewith. 
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The second airframe that we have photographic evidence of is A39-2. 
This was a model D17A, formerly NC20778 of the 1940-41 US Ant-
arctic Expedition (photos of this airframe in Antarctica can be found 
on the Internet). It differed slightly from A39-1 in having a retractable 
tailwheel, and the tailplane struts omitted. The attached photos of it, 
once again via Mick at the AHMWA, show it awaiting collection after 
an accident with 3 Comm Flight in May 1944. 
 
We can see that it is in a similar camouflaged scheme as A39-1, with 

slightly larger fuselage roundels (and I have assumed a standard 
sized fin flash). Serial of this one is Light Grey, but in a different style 
(particularly the '3') and a bit thicker in stroke. Note the retractable tail 
wheel (standard on the D17A model, the last series built pre-war). 
 
Credits : Thanks greatly to Mick Mirkovic for sending the original pho-
tos of A39-1 and 2 from the AHMWA collection and Dick Hourigan for 
scale drawings of Beech 17 variants and other info. 
 

It is possible that this airframe may have carried it's serial A39-1 in 
Black at some time before it was camouflaged but I do not have pho-
tos showing such. It was camouflaged later in it's RAAF service in 
upper surfaces of Foliage Green and Earth Brown with Sky Blue lower 

surfaces. Postwar it was sold and re-registered as VH-ACU, having 
several colour schemes. At one stage in the 1980's it was at Drage's 
Air World in Wangaratta. It is reportedly now in S.A awaiting a rebuild. 

Beech F17D A39-1 ex VH-ACU, Laverton c.1943. Photo: AHMWA P015796 

Beech 17D, serial A39-1, 2 Comm Flt, Laverton c.1943. 
Camouflaged in upper surfaces of Foliage Green and Earth Brown with Sky Blue lower surfaces 
(the demarcations on the upper surface are hard to see because of the polished paintwork but 
they are there). Serials A39-1 in Black. Standard RAAF Blue/White wartime roundels in six posi-
tions, with unusually small fin flashes. Ref: AHMWA P015796 photo herewith. 
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Beech D17A, serial A39-2, 3 Comm Flt, May 1944. 
Camouflaged in upper surfaces of Foliage Green and Earth Brown with Sky Blue lower surfaces. 
Serials A39-2 in Light Grey. Standard RAAF Blue/White wartime roundels in six positions, with 
standard fin flashes. Ref: AHMWA photos P016756, 757. 758 & 759 herewith. 
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Here again, in no particular order, are the  items to have crossed my 
desk recently on their way to becoming models from ‘kits of bits‘  
 
Bit of a variety this time, I've switched back to my first love of small 
scale warships again, via a transition week of 48th aircraft and 4 
(unexpected and very unappreciated) weeks of the flu ! 
 
We start this time with the last 3 small scale AFV's assembled before 
the transition week of 48th aircraft, the first few ships assembled round 
out this issue's reviews. 
 
  
Milicast 1/76 Sherman Mk V DD with skirts down 
 
Pros: Only full kit of the vehicle in either 72nd or 76th scale, easily as-
sembled, Beautifully cast, almost flashless parts assemble easily with 
superglue. 
 
Cons: Large casting lumps need careful removing from tracks, under-
side of hull and turret ring. Instructions are for kit with skirts fully up, 
but by trial and error, its fairly easy to work out which folded support 
strut goes where. Markings not included. 
 
Verdict: Well worth adding to a collection of small scale Sherman Vari-
ants or D-Day vehicles. 
  
 
    
Milicast 1/76 Sexton SPG 
 
Pros:Only kit available in the smaller scales of this useful and well 
used vehicle, finely cast almost flashless resin parts assemble very 
well with superglue. 
 
Cons:As above for Sherman DD regards casting lumps, no other dra-
mas worth mentioning. Markings not included. 
 
Verdict:Again, well worth getting for a collection of Sherman based or 
D and post D-day vehicles. 
  
 
   
Milicast 1/76 Ram Mk II OP 
 
Pros: Only kit available of the vehicle in the smaller scales, finely cast 
parts, but a small amount of flash is there (not necessarily as big a 
worry as it might seem, see below in the Cons section. 
 
Cons: As above for casting lumps. Many small parts, mostly for the 
interior and most for the Kangaroo APC (also kitted by Milicast), thus 
not needed for the Ram - good spares box fodder. Markings not in-
cluded - some of the real vehicles didn't carry them. 
 
Verdict: A very nice kit indeed, well worth getting for a collection of 
post D-Day vehicle (every Ram II which went to France was the OP  
version) 
 
  
  
  
Hasegawa 1/48 Nakajima Ki 27 Nate 
 
Pros: An oldy yes, but still very much a goody really, easily found 
cheaply at various swapmeets and on eBay. It is NOT a rare kit, don't 
believe the naysayers, Hasegowa did thousands of the kits. Very nice 
etched panel lines and it does look the goods when finished. 
 
Cons: The decal sheet on mine was slightly yellowed, but a day or two 
in direct sunlight taped decal side out to the inside of a window soon 
fixed that ! No other problems, assembles easily and well. Decals still 
worked as advertised. 
 
Verdict : Why bother with an expensive new kit and then double or 
treble the price of it with resin and brass add-ons when you can still 
easily pick up one of these for under $20 ($10 if you're lucky)?  

 
 
 

��	��������
����
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Otaki Kawasaki Ki 61 Tony 
 
Easily found on eBay and always cheap, because they're Otaki. As-
sembles easily and very well with no major dramas or filler needed, 
beautifully etched panel lines, which these kits always had. I remem-
ber buying Otaki 48th kits in the local paper-shop in the 70's for around 
$8 brand new ! 
 
Cons:The decals take a fair bit of soaking to get them to move off the 
sheet and are rather thick, but once in position on the model, an appli-
cation or two of Gunze Mark Softener soon had them conforming to 
the panels and panel lines in proper fashion. No other problems at  
all worth reporting . 
 
Verdict: If you ask me these kits are well and truly up there with the 
more modern and far more expensive 48th kits of the same aircraft. I 
know which kits I'd prefer to have - definitely worth grabbing ! 
  
  
Nitto Nakajima Ki 43-1 Oscar 
 
Pros: Again a cheapy on eBay or at swapmeets, very well detailed (the 
engine only needs wiring to be a masterpiece !) Assembles easily and 
well into a rather convincing replica of the early Oscar with the two 
bladed airscrew. 
 
Cons:Too much detail (and time wasting assembling it) in places 
where it won't be seen for my liking (cockpit when canopy is closed 
and engine bay when I don't do open&nbsp; hatches or panels) and 
thus a lot of time wasted on assembling same (and I didn't assemble it 
all either - only that which I knew would be seen !)&nbsp; Decals on 
mine were a tad fragile and might better have been coated with some-
thing to hold them together before use. Luckily, I didn't get too much 
cracking or shattering and what did break up did so into large and eas-
ily reassembled on the model bits. 
 
Verdict: Again a beauty from days gone by, usually available cheaply. 
I'd say grab one if you don\'t want to shell out big $$ on the current and 
expensive kits of the aircraft. 
 
 
Eduard Non-Profipak Albatros DIII 
 
Pros: Available in the Eduard ‘Weekend Kit‘ range; No silly brass bits 
for inside the fuselage or the even sillier perforated brass MG cooling 
barrels which have to be rolled from the flat - almost an impossibility, 
given the propensity of the brass to form facets lengthwise between 
the lines of holes in the part when rolled, no matter how much one an-
neals the parts ! 
 
Cons:More than I expected, I've assembled a few of these Eduard 
WW1 kits and they usually fall together.. Not this one, every joint had 
to be aligned and clamped while the glue set and a fair amount of filler 
had to be used as well, both very unusual in my experience with these 
kits - I'm pretty sure I got a dud kit ! 
 
Verdict: Assuming I got a dud kit, I'd still say get it, it does look rather 
good when finished and I'm pretty certain yours will assemble in the 
manner expected of Eduard kits. I went for the blue finish instead of 
the Red fuselage von Richthofen job on the decal sheet. Just my per-
sonal preference ! 
 
 
Fujimi 1/700 IJN Ryujo 
 
Pros: Only kit in any scale of this odd looking Japanese aircraft carrier. 
Assembles fairly easily into a convincing replica. 
 
Cons: Moulds getting a tad old, there's some flash about to be re-
moved from the smaller parts. 
 
Verdict: Worth getting ! 
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Aoshima 1/700 IJN Hatsuharu 
 
Pros: Easily assembled model of the Hatsuharu destroyer class 
leader. 
 
Cons: Flash on smaller parts, all light AA guns need replacing with ei-
ther Skywave or Tamiya parts, from weapons sets by both manufactur-
ers. 
 
Verdict:A very nice kit and well worth getting 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Tamiya 1/700 IJN Harusame 
 
Pros: Very easily assembled kit of this Shiratsuyu class destroyer. 
 
Cons: Almost none, minimal flash and mould lines present, despite the 
age of the kit. 
 
Verdict: Another very nice Japanese destroyer kit from Tamiya. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fujimi 1/700 IJN Shimozuke (Shimotzuke) 
 
Pros:Nice and easily assembled kit of this Akizuke class destroyer. 
 
Cons: Moulds getting old, not as much detail as might be expected, 
however, what's there is fine and doesn't need replacing. Bit of flash 
about on the smaller parts. 
 
Verdict: Despite the cons, its still worth getting, its definitely the cheap-
est kit of the Akizuke class around. 
 
 
 
 
Matthew Ward 


